cation of the infamous reserve clause in player contracts. Thus, the Federal League challenge stands as the final and pivotal event in the "developmental" phase of professional baseball history, the vital step to establishing a profoundly stable structural form. That form, in turn, served as the essential model followed by all other major professional team sports in the United States, and it remained firmly in place until the arrival of a genuinely forceful players' union in the 1970s.
At the book's conclusion, when considering how things might plausibly have turned out differently, Levitt puts the exhaustive details and diverting anecdotes into perspective and pulls his many-layered construction together. The case presented is highly persuasive that the Federal League challenge, though largely forgotten, was indeed not only a lively chapter in baseball's history, but one with deep and lasting importance. For the serious student of the development of the organizational framework of baseball as a business, Levitt's work should be required reading. As a player, he was a versatile, switch-hitting infielder with a good glove and a weak bat. McKechnie bounced between teams for much of his career, and perhaps these peregrinations taught him insights about ballplayers' thinking that later improved his managerial skills. He also learned finer points of the game from men like Honus Wagner, a fellow Pirate infielder, friend, and mentor. Ultimately, as Stinson says, "McKechnie proved ordinary as a player, and that part of his life ended about the time Babe Ruth gave up pitching for swinging lumber. As a manager he was sublime-one of the greatest ever" (4).
Mitchell
He A good example of Stinson's efforts to show McKechnie's personal side is his use of an interaction between Beryl Bien-McKechnie's future wife-and the Deacon: "The first time Beryl Bien spoke to him, he got so flustered that he swallowed his chewing tobacco" (39-40). Knowing that McKechnie was so rattled in such an exchange personalizes him with readers.
Further, Stinson effectively describes games and seasons in an understandable manner that maintains the reader's interest, occasionally adding nuggets of detail that enrich the final product. When he describes spring training in 1946, he includes the flattering experience of fourteen-year-old Carol being on the beach when one Reds prospect asked her to the movies. In response, "Deacon Bill issued a wide-ranging edict: His daughter could NOT date ball players-ever" (193).
Stinson's writing is sometimes limited when connecting McKechnie and baseball to contemporary national and world events. Although the effort is understandable, at times it feels forced and unnatural, like when he mentions the radio broadcast of War of the Worlds after the 1938 season (170-71).
Another story that Stinson relates-that of the aged McKechnie handling an attempted home robbery-is too foreboding. Using phrases like "Deacon Bill was shown no mercy" (6) and "If only McKechnie had just handed over his valuables" (211), Stinson leads the reader to assume the worst. As it turns out, McKechnie effectively defended himself with no mentioned injuries, even returning with a shotgun to an empty room because the two robbers had fled.
Nonetheless, with his biography of Deacon Bill McKechnie, Stinson has attempted to repeat his efforts with Edd Roush: to pull from baseball obscurity a giant of the past and make him relevant today. It appears that Stinson has been successful, reminding readers that occasionally good guys actually finish first. As Reds pitcher Paul Derringer memorialized, "In a sentence I' d say he was the greatest manager I ever played for, the greatest manager I ever played against, and the greatest man I ever knew" (212).
